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	enterFactsOfCase:   The firm is in the business of operating a residential care home that provides meals, housekeeping, and medical assistance for the elderly and disabled residents. The worker was engaged as a personal care home technician who prepared meals/snacks, administered medicines, assisted with ambulation, performed light housekeeping as well as supervised activities and reported any changes. She received a 2012, 2013, 2014 Form 1099-MISC for services. There was a written agreement. The worker noted that the firm trained her in CPR and First Aid. The firm indicated that annual training was required by the state and allowed the worker to receive such training. The worker’s job description provided by the firm dictated her task assignments whereas the worker indicated that the firm’s supervisor told her what to do. Each party indicated that the other determined the methods by which the assignments were performed with the firm including the state requirements did also. Both parties agreed that the worker would contact the supervisor if any problems or issues arose. The worker was required to submit daily reports to the firm. The worker worked two weeks on and  two weeks off. When working, she stayed overnight, got up, cooked breakfast, cleaned the resident rooms, prepared lunch and cooked dinner. The firm noted that the daily routine varied based on the residents’ demands, but included meal preparations, cleaning, communication with families, and administering medicines. Both parties agreed that all the services were performed at the firm’s premises. Both mentioned training classes. Both agreed that the worker was required to provide the services personally with only the firm hiring and paying any substitute workers. Both the firm and the worker agreed that the firm provided everything such as food, all supplies, as well as the facility itself. The worker indicated that she was paid a salary; the firm noted she received weekly and/or week-end pay. The set amounts were stipulated in the signed agreement provided. The worker had no other economic risk. The customer paid the firm. The firm established the level of payment for services.  The firm indicated that the worker received two paid holidays; both agreed that there were no other benefits and that either party could terminate the relationship without incurring a liability. The worker did not perform similar services for others though the firm disagreed. The relationship ended when the worker quit. 
	enterAnalysis: In determining whether an individual is an employee or an independent contractor under the common law, all evidence of both control and lack of control or independence must be considered. The relationship of the worker and the business must be examined. Facts that show a right to direct or control how the worker performs the specific tasks for which he or she is hired, who controls the financial aspects of the worker’s activities, and how the parties perceive their relationship should be considered. As is the case in almost all worker classification cases, some facts point to an employment relationship while other facts indicate independent contractor status. The determination of the worker’s status, then, rests on the weight given to the factors, keeping in mind that no one factor rules. The degree of importance of each factor varies depending on the occupation and the circumstances. Factors that illustrate whether there is a right to control how a worker performs a task include training and instructions. In this case, the firm retained the right to change the worker’s methods and to direct the worker to the extent necessary to protect its financial investment. The firm provided the worker with training and her assigned duties, even if just initially. The first eight working days were considered on-the-job training by the firm. Training a worker by requiring an experienced employee to work with the worker, by corresponding with the worker, by requiring the worker to attend meetings, or by using other methods, indicates that the person or persons for whom the services are performed want the services performed in a particular method or manner. This is true even if the training was only given once at the beginning of the work relationship. Once accepting a particular shift, she performed her services according to the firm's scheduled work hours and days. A worker who is required to comply with another person’s instructions about when, where, and how he or she is to work is ordinarily an employee. This control factor is present if the person or persons for whom the services are performed have the right to require compliance with instructions. Some employees may work without receiving instructions because they are highly proficient and conscientious workers or because the duties are so simple or familiar to them.  Furthermore, the instructions, that show how to reach the desired results, may have been oral and given only once at the beginning of the relationship. In addition to the above illustrations of the firm's direction and control, the worker also provided her services on a continuous basis throughout the time period involved. A continuing relationship between the worker and the person or persons for whom the services are performed indicates that an employer-employee relationship exists. A continuing relationship may exist where work is performed in frequently recurring although irregular intervals.  Factors that illustrate whether there is a right to direct and control the financial aspects of the worker’s activities include significant investment, unreimbursed expenses, the methods of payment, and the opportunity for profit or loss. In this case, the worker did not invest capital or assume business risks, and therefore, did not have the opportunity to realize a profit or incur a loss as a result of the services provided. The worker was paid a set amount per shift worked and had no other economic risk. The worker could make more or less dependent on how much she worked, but that would not be considered a profit/loss situation. It was the firm that provided the care facility, furnishings, equipment, food and cleaning supplies. The fact that the person or persons for whom the services are performed furnish significant tools, materials, and other equipment tends to show the existence of an employer-employee relationship.         Factors that illustrate how the parties perceive their relationship include the intent of the parties as expressed in written contracts; the provision of, or lack of employee benefits; the right of the parties to terminate the relationship; the permanency of the relationship; and whether the services performed are part of the service recipient’s regular business activities. There was a written agreement detailing the worker's obligations and responsibilities. Please note that the firm's belief that the worker was an independent contractor pursuant to an agreement is without merit.  For federal employment tax purposes, it is the actual working relationship that is controlling and not the terms of the contract (oral or written) between the parties.  The worker was a caregiver at the firm's residential care home. She was not engaged in an independent enterprise, but rather her services  were part of the essential activities of the operations of the firm's facility. Integration of the worker’s services into the business operations generally shows that the worker is subject to direction and control. When the success or continuation of a business depends to an appreciable degree upon the performance of certain services, the workers who perform those services must necessarily be subject to a certain amount of control by the owner of the business. The firm indicated that the worker was told she would be an independent contractor and the worker agreed to it. In Bartels v. Birmingham, 332 U.S. 126, 1947-2 C. B.174, the Supreme Court stated that whether there is an employment relationship is a question of fact and not subject to negotiation between the parties.  Based on the above analysis, we conclude that the firm had the right to exercise direction and control over the worker to the degree necessary to establish that the worker was a common law employee and not an independent contractor operating a trade or business.   Please see Publication 4341 for guidance and instructions for firm compliance.    



